feel natural

akwamat
natural ventilation for
cushions and mattresses

natural fibres

feel natural

akwamat 1
perfect ventilation through natural fibres

enkev’s akwamat is the perfect solution for your boat, caravan, holiday home
and any other place where ventilation doesn’t come naturally.
A healthy environment is largely determined by proper ventilation. And that is certainly true in a
boat, caravan, camper or tent trailer. Wood, steel, polyester, are with good reason, impermeable to
water. These insulating characteristics cause condensation due to the high humidity levels. Akwamat
is the perfect solution to this problem. Akwamat allows for natural ventilation of your mattresses and
cushions, and prevents moist and mould. There’s yet another benefit: The anti-slip surface of Akwamat
prevents your cushions or mattresses from slipping. We like to call that a real ‘total solution’.

Simply place Akwamat underneath your existing cushions or mattresses. The open structure of
Akwamat provides perfect ventilation, keeps your mattress fresh and dry, and makes for a much
healthier air quality

Akwamat 1 is made of completely natural materials. From coconut fibers and pure natural latex we make
moisture resistant and very resilient mats with an amazingly open structure. These coconut fibres, a byproduct of the food industry, are usually thrown away. Enkev sustainably upcycles these materials into
high quality products such as Akwamat. A truly sustainable solution, quite befitting the times we live
in. Akwamat of Enkev isn’t just the best solution when it comes to ventilation, but also the most natural
and sustainable solution available today.
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akwamat 2
perfect ventilation is never straightforward

size:

oo type A: 60 x 210
Akwamat 1

oo type B: 80 x 210
oo type C: 100 x 210
oo type D: 120 x 210
oo type E: 140 x 210
sizes in centimetres.
Akwamat is 15 mm thick.

Akwamat 2

Akwamat 2 is made of ‘Low-density polyethylene’ (LDPE). This mat has all the benefits of Enkev’s
Akwamat 1: It’s superbly resilient and has an unmatched wicking quality. Anwamat 2 is easily cut to
fit any shape or size, even round.

A great advantage of Akwamat 2 is that it can be used outdoors. The material used is completely
water resistant. Cushions on your terrace or boat will dry rapidly after any rainshower with Akwamat 2
underneath them. Akwamat 2 has a light and modern look and feel.

Akwamat 2 is made of completely recyclable materials making it the smart choice when it comes to
sustainable solutions.
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akwamat
application:
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•

Akwamat can be easily placed under your existing cushions or
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mattresses. The open structure of Akwamat provides perfect
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ventilation, keeps your mattress fresh and dry, and makes for a
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much healthier air quality.
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Unlike boats, campers and caravans usually don’t have a fixed
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bed configuration. Even in these situations Akwamat excels in
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its ventilation capabilities. Ventilation holes are often already
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•

present. If they are not, don’t worry; Akwamat delivers sufficient
ventilation at the ends and through the cracks between the table
and the benches.
•

In trailer tents mattresses are usually located in the lid. In
that case you can opt for a slightly larger Akwamat. That way
the Akwamat forms a lining on the inside of the lid, freely
ventilating due to it’s slightly larger size. This also applies to
the alcove of a camper.
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